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In IDS database if the attack and its signature is not present, then it is difficult to find the attack. For this reason, regularly the database updating need to be done. So for solving this problem, anomaly based intrusion detection system is designed in which initially a network's normal profile is created by IDS and makes it as a base profile which is compared with monitored network profile. It has an advantage that it can detect the attack without the prior knowledge of attack.
A network data is a system that can be transformed between the access points. Network data is usually collected by packet sniffer. Packet sniffer is a running program in network attached devices and also receives information of the network and it passes through the network adaptor. Network packets capture the network information which is not in correct or true format. After capturing the network packets, it is converted into understandable manner or decode it into true text to analyse traffic pattern in an efficient way. Packet decoder receives the packets one after the other and all the packets from the sniffer which finds the category in comparison with different available classes. Pattern matching checks the given sequences of the packet tokens for consisting of some pattern. For a given sequence, each pattern is to be checked thoroughly. After any mismatches are found in the given sequence of pattern, alert function gives the warning to intrusion behaviours. And finally a logo table in the database is setup to log of high danger class of intrusion behaviour [1] and intrusion is traced to take the evidence of intrusion behaviour is necessary. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of basic IDS. Detection of misbehaviour act in the network is done by artificial intelligence system. The computational ability of sensor networks are more vulnerable to misbehaviours and malfunctions. Hence, a system which is computationally friendly is needed to protect WSN from intruders. An autonomous built-in mechanism is provided to the system to identify behaviour of the user that can potentially damage the network.
Related Work
Lupu et.al [2] mentioned the main types of attacks in WSN. The attacks are passive and active attacks, Cryptography and non-cryptography attacks, physical layer attacks, link layer attacks, network layer attacks, transport layer attacks, application layer attacks, multi-layer attacks, and cryptographic primitive attacks. In security issue, the most challenging task is to find a balanced situation between two important requirements: Development of
